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0:00

Milica Ilic:

Hi, my name is Milica Ilic and I will be your guide for our discussion this evening. I am a

cultural worker based in Brussels, specialized - if that is a word - transnational collaboration,

especially in the field of performing arts.

I work at ONDA, a French organization, an arm's length institution with the Ministry of

Culture: L’Office National de Diffusion Artistique (ONDA). At ONDA, I coordinate a project

called RESHAPE, which looks at imagining alternative organizational models and practices

for the arts sector. I had the absolute pleasure of collaborating on this project with

Kunstenpunt.

This is the third A Fair New World!? talk of Kunstenpunt. It is the first one to be held in

English. The reason is that the majority of our panelists, and the moderator, are not Dutch

speaking. But the talk will be recorded, translated, subtitled, and distributed online so that

everybody can follow.

A few words about our panelists:

➢ Abdullah Alkafri is a playwright and a theater director, and the executive director

of Ettijahat, an organization that supports Syrian artists, cultural workers and their

peers in the Arab region and in Europe.

➢ Dušica Dražić is an artist, curator and creative producer, and co-founder of Out of

Sight, a contemporary art venue in Antwerp. She is also artistic collaborator and

creative producer at wpZimmer.

➢ Alexandra Tryanova is an independent curator from Odessa, currently based in

Antwerp. Among other projects she works with Jester in Genk on the series Conflict

https://www.kunsten.be/en/meetings-programmes/a-fair-new-idea-panel-talk/


Zones.

➢ An Vandermeulen is the artistic coordinator of Globe Aroma, a place for meeting

and artistic work for artists and art lovers with a newcoming background in Brussels.

Welcome to everybody. As you can see, we really have a diverse panel, and I hope the

discussion will be interesting as well.

A few words about the topic, how we imagined this conversation, what would be the focus.

We mentioned that it's about sustainable engagement, built-in solidarity, and what we mean

by this. Obviously, we were motivated to start this conversation because of the current war

that Russia is waging in Ukraine. But we also wanted this conversation to become larger, and

to tackle some of the issues and responsibilities and the engagement of the art sector.

As you all know, in the past years, there have been multiple crises. The current war in

Ukraine is one of them, but there is also the war in Syria, in Afghanistan, and in multiple

places around the planet. Then there is the pandemic and there is the climate catastrophe.

Many tragedies and disasters have been happening in the past years, and there are more

looming around the corner. Often these crises provoke, in a very positive way, movements of

solidarity and support from the arts sector. However, somehow these also tend to fade away,

probably as victims of this frantic succession of highly mediatized events.

So perhaps the first question we want to ask ourselves through this panel is: how can we

rethink our practices so that we can respond to these challenges in a better way? What can

and should we change in our practices?

And most importantly, how we can perhaps create mechanisms of solidarity which would

allow us to intervene and maybe be activated in an earlier moment than when the actual

crisis happens.

How can we imagine mechanisms of solidarity that can be activated long before the

irreparable happens, long before people are killed or hurt or traumatized or displaced? And

how we can create mechanisms for solidarity that can continue a long time after the crisis in

question is gone from the front pages or the social media feeds.

Another one is that we tend to look at these extreme situations as temporary crises, as

urgencies to be tackled until the situation is restored to the normal. Perhaps one way of

looking at this topic is also to consider that maybe this succession of radical shifts is not a

crisis, but maybe it is the new normal. And if so, what would we change in our practices, and

how, so that we can serve this new normal?

Also, in a very broad sense, if we consider that artists look, analyze, reflect and criticize

society, or as Frie Leysen has said, they develop visions of what is and what could be, we

could ask ourselves, what do we need to do to make sure that artists can still do that, develop

visions of what is and what could be? Also in times of great turmoil, and also after they have

been displaced or hurt or traumatized.

And finally, what are the tools? The mechanisms and the instruments? The strategies, the

methods that we here in Flanders can look up to, can maybe identify, can learn from, can get

inspiration from? What resources can be activated so that this cultural solidarity can perhaps

be activated in a better sense?



So, a lot of questions. I'm sure that we will not tackle all of these, but certainly some of them.

I propose to diver right in so we can start understanding where each of you is speaking from.

00:07:53

My first question would be, how do you see the role of artists or arts organizations in times of

radical shifts or radical crisis? And what strategies do you or your organization develop in

that sense? I know that you speak from very different perspectives and possibly with

different hats on. Just speak from the position that you wish.

I'll start with Dušica.

00:08:31

Dušica Dražić:

I think this is a very complex question. I somehow inhabit this in-between. I moved here in

2014 from Belgrade. Most of let's say my youth was spent in a continuous conflict zone. And

then moving here was another kind of battle.

The question for me always goes back to my personal experience, I like talking about it from

that position. I can't say I am very optimistic, I definitely wonder how we can really

collectively work together. And then there is also the individual level.

As you can see also here, there are a lot of trials, it started through Kunstenpunt and other

organizations, looking for the ways we could self-organize and find other ways that are not

offered through the official institutions or channels.

They often lead to the question of the welfare system we live in and trying to find a way how

the culture sector can be integrated within it. Or are there crossing points that we too,

through our participation and work, can tackle this problem of who deserves to be part of it,

who is entitled to it and who is not?

I have to be honest, to me it is a very political and very loaded question: how can the cultural

sector penetrate the political realm? And then only from that position, trying to look for the

bigger solutions. Of course, that is also an ideological question. And I don't know if this is

immediately the time and place for that.

Also, it is difficult to talk in the name of people that go through a certain crisis, you risk

having a saviour complex. So how do you inhabit that and how do you create a dialogue

between people in need and those who could provide?

00:11:13

Milica Ilic:

What do you mean when you say that culture and arts need to get into the realm of politics?

What does that mean for you concretely? What methods can make this happen?

00:11:26

Dušica Dražić:



Take Flanders. I don't know if the debate is on Flanders but we heard a lot about the budget

being spent on the crisis in Ukraine. That is a really simple example about which I will just

share some thoughts.

What could be a way for the different fields involved to interact and to not act separately

from one another? To really find ways, for example to offer employment or other long term

solutions? But then also there is the problem of exclusiveness. How do we resolve that?

Often, at least at wpZimmer where I work, it's discouraging to see that we have

infrastructure, certain means, but in the end it comes down to "first come, first served". And

the resources are very quickly used.

And there is no possibility to extend them, for different reasons. So I was wondering how

different sectors could really come into this process of solidarity, so that art and culture

would be less of a bubble. How is this doable?

00:13:09

Milica Ilic:

An, would you respond to this? It feels like Globe Aroma is also working somewhere in the

connection the sector, the industry, and other creative practices of people who appreciate art

and that have a particular background.

00:13:38

An Vandermeulen:

I was thinking about your earlier question: how the arts can influence or enter the political

realm. My answer is complementary. I do not want to respond on behalf of artists, because I

am not an artist.

And I think, and hope, that not all artists try to make socially engaged art in times of crisis,

unless there is a specific context and urge. So I'd rather think about it from my position.

How can we use these crises, these urgency moments, as an experiment phase, and learn

something out of it? When we were preparing this discussion I referred to the fact that a lot

of arts organisations are calling Globe Aroma, asking if there are any artists from Ukraine

that have arrived at Globe Aroma.

But this is still really the beginning of the crisis. I think people are slowly touching base. So at

that time, no, there were no artists from Ukraine who could dive into a residency space just

like that. But there were a lot of other artists who could!

Many residency spaces offer apartments for artists, but now they wanted people from

Ukraine specifically. And when I said, there are people from Afghanistan or we know

someone from Sudan who is living on the street right now. Could you help this person out?

Then the answer was, we need to check because this is a temporary thing. And then I

thought, okay, let's use this momentum. Because it is possible, there are sometimes free

spaces in organizations.



How many organizations have an apartment for bands to sleep after a concert? And they are

not always used. So I thought, we could create a sort of Airbnb-like system of residency

spaces in the arts, to show that for instance "PassaPorta has a space for one week" or "AB has

a space for one day".

Even one day can mean something very important for someone who normally is sleeping on

the street and who then has a shower. And if there is an intermediate organization to connect

people with spaces, who can vouch for the people involved, the organizations have nothing to

worry about.

That would be my answer to the question as to how the arts field can respond: with little

experiments, and by realizing that within our resources a lot is actually possible. Mainly

within space and infrastructure.

00:17:28

Milica Ilic:

And when we were preparing for the talk, we also talked about how important it is to

underline that the reaction now, the wish to support the arts in Ukraine, is amazing, and a

good practice. This is something that you mentioned, Alexandra.

00:17:51

Alexandra Tryanova:

Yes. What is going on with Ukrainian artists now in the West and beyond? It's an example of

so-called positive discrimination, of course. Me as a curator, I see that almost all needs of

[Ukrainian] artists searching for houses, studios, anything, that institutions share this, more

easily than financial resources. Needs are being fulfilled. And that's really amazing, that's

impressive.

When we talk about the institution itself, what is that? It is a place that has a certain type of

resources, a place for knowledge sharing, receiving, unlocking, et cetera. What I see in this

tragic situation with Ukraine, and what I noticed in previous waves of crisis caused by war, is

that we do not know much about arts scenes in countries in crisis, whose cultural

infrastructure, and infrastructure in general, is ruined.

This type of knowledge-sharing, where we not only host artists, care about them in a

humanitarian sense, but where institutions continue to do their jobs in the sense of

knowledge-sharing, equal opportunities for representation, this is something very important.

Because to reflect the arts scene, to support with analysis, in structuring the variety of

practices, knowledges, and artistic methods, the phenomenons that exist in different

geographies,... do they get enough representation during such a crisis? Speedy reactions

from institutions? I'm not sure yet. And I guess that this idea corresponds with a general job

of institutions.



And somehow the humanitarian needs after the first shock, these needs are not that badly

fulfilled by other structures that are not so directly into arts and culture, but in structures of

civil society, largely supported by governments.

I continue to insist on this: it's a help to those people who were previously underrepresented

and not visible on the international art map, to shed some light on that. Not only in a

globalistic sense, "these are people in need, and we need to make an exhibition with them".

But rather to talk about arts in generation, to look into certain practices. Not to generalize,

because generalizations are what often occurs in such moments. And also to help in their

decolonial struggle.

As a Ukrainian curator, I know the pain of all my colleagues, who try to show how this war of

Russia against Ukraine could be described in terms of decolonial struggle. That is very

important. So yes, aid with a good discourse apparatus is also very needed. And this in my

vision is also a job for arts institutions.

00:23:15

Milica Ilic:

So this would be a part of a contextualization process that an institution maybe needs to

undergo? To understand the scene better?

00:23:27

Alexandra Tryanova:

Absolutely. And sorry if I continue talking about Ukraine, but this country is also a very

specific case. It is not often take part of a global discourse, it sits somewhere in the periphery

of Eastern Europe. And we have difficulties finding a place for it, especially if cultural

workers continue working with big titles [categories].

00:24:10

Milica Ilic:

Abdullah, now to you. You run an organization that has been following the Syrian

independent scene closely, and that has somehow transformed itself in order to better assist

a scene that has undergone tremendous change. Can you tell us how that went and what we

can learn from this process?

Abdullah Alkafri:

Thank you Milica and everyone. While you were raising the question, I was thinking about a

concept which I as a Ph.D. candidate work with. It is about respecting the complexity,

something to consider every time we raise any questions.



So I think all your reflections are really about something bigger, about the way the world

works. Maybe artists, cultural institutions, organizations, are trying to navigate a better

interpretation of this, and the possibilities around it. We are currently almost shifting to a

post-pandemic situation, or at least we hope so.

Looking back, we see concepts like "community", that we have been trying to define and

protect in cultural institutions for years, for decades. This has been destroyed by the

pandemic. So now we find ourselves, as institutions, trying to redefine the concept. And then

to see what are the best practices or the best contribution to this work.

On another level, if we see the practices of artists the past two years, it has been about

finding ways to survive. We need to imagine a better future. The problem with cultural

institutions is that they are usually in a reactive mode. Like firefighters who arrive after

something happens.

This has also been the experience in the region I came from, where during the previous ten

years, the artists I know or worked with, were literally shifting from crisis to crisis. The new

norm is the crisis. And the coping mechanism has always been how to face the crisis, while at

the same time trying to keep finding ways of continuing our work.

And one of the very important things I believe we witnessed in the previous three years, is

solidarity as an action. This is something I would like to bring to the table. With some

institutions or organizations, we thought that joining forces could be a solution to face the

challenges.

Shifting solidarity to something in action, like joint initiatives or joint programs. This was

really important.I think this will stay with us in the coming years. Because maybe,

unfortunately, we are also shifting to prolonged or profound conflict situations, rather than

"just" crises.

At the same time all of us need to think about how to bring this conversation to a policy level.

To be part of a new narrative about the kind of world we would like to have. I think this is a

crucial role, where we can try to avoid the same tragic that other refugee artists went

through.

I mean, if we consider the response mechanisms with the crisis of Ukraine, for example, how

do we avoid putting the artists or the communities under the same pressures or reinventing

the same wheels. And what kind of experiences, practices from other parts of the world, for

example from the region that I come from, or from Africa, could be useful?

00:29:05

Dušica Dražić:

We are now talking about sets of crises, as if each crisis produces the same consequences. For

me, it's difficult to see how to address the complexities of each crisis, and how we relate to

people who come from different countries, from different crises, and how we can create the

system that is, let's say, independent from the economic or the ideological model we have

today.

I agree that we can look for a model that promotes solidarity, but solidarity for whom and by

whom? That too is a complex thing. How to be pragmatic with an extremely complex topic.



00:30:19

Abdullah Alkafri:

This is why I started by talking about multi-complexity. No one knows how to deal with all

these different challenges, but we are trying to explore them. I think this is extremely

interesting: how most or perhaps all cultural organisations are no longer focused on

supporting production, but supporting the producers, the artists.

How will they be able to continue working, positioning themselves in the bigger situation,

this could be very inspiring for other sectors too. When thinking how to respond to a crisis, I

was thinking we could also consider other resources than the ones we usually work with. Like

direct funds or exceptional grants, which is something we did.

An, in your work you have incredible experience available from artists who have witnessed

different contexts, who might also challenge the way the organisation is working. Many

organisations look for coping mechanisms, solutions where public support is lacking. All this

knowledge is useful and could be shared.

Also, we should not lose sight of the bigger picture, the bigger narrative, the big practices

that can be shared. They could be inspiring up to the point of challenging the question of

injustice. This is a universal question.

The pandemic made this clear: the vulnerability of protection networks, the injustice when

you compare places to other places. Here I think art and culture have a role to play as

institutions. I am focusing more on the role of institutions, we could also of course talk about

artists too.

00:33:03

Alexandra Tryanova:

This role of artists to me seems a bit obscure. How do we delegate a role to artists? They

either take up a role, or they do not, or they just continue with their practice which I find

extremely brave. It gives the image of a solid practice and great persuasion behind it.

If we talk about social engagement by artists, maybe that is a very individual choice. How to

describe it? That remains a question mark.

00:33:59

An Vandermeulen:

As I said, I'm also more interested in talking about the role of institutions, since I am not an

artist. Concerning the question whether we need to deconstruct and reflect first on how the

arts field and industry functions, before acting in solidarity, I would say no.

Because now we become so self-referential, and that is a mode that is already very present in

the arts field. I think it's good that it exists, because without any self-reflection there is no

progress. And that is why I think this panels is very complementary, as is the field itself.

There are many thinkers and there is also a need in doing.



I will probably come with very simple examples because I'm not someone who reflects deeply

on a lot of things. I am more in the doing. When you speak of solidarity in action, I

immediately see action, on the field. I immediately start thinking: how can we use all these

spaces for people in need of space? The arts field sells tickets, how can we have 2 euro for

each ticket going to an artist who doesn't have the means to pay for his/her/their material?

These very simple, basic things. That's what I think of when I think of arts in crisis and the

role of institutions. And speaking of the role of arts institutions, I think all these layers need

to be present. There is the very practical, simple thinking, what do you need to do? And then

from these bottom-up experiments you need to think, how can we influence these policies?

Because a very simple action can grow and grow and grow.

People ask me: "but why do we need to do this? We are an arts field, we just need to present

artists. We cannot solve all the problems in the world as the arts field." And that is true. But

that's also not necessary.

I had to think of Toestand. An organization activating, reactivating abandoned vacant spaces

in Brussels. There is a space, Allee du Kaai, where a lot of people are sleeping outside, each

morning, on the side of Allee Du Kaai. All the people working there have a role. "I'm going to

go and bring coffee." "I'm going to go and bring cookies." Everybody has a role. And it's not

their task.

This is a social-cultural organization, but it is not said that they have to provide all these

things for 100 people each morning. And they do it each morning. Every morning at eight

they stand there to wake everybody up personally, to give coffee and tea and cookies, and to

say, "now you need to take your mattress, drink your coffee and don't sleep there anymore."

Each morning they do it. Not because they are paid for it.

And that is how I think the arts field should function as well. Do not think, "okay, but I don't

need to do this because I am just presenting arts on a stage." Toestand is just reactivating

empty spaces, it's not in their mission to also host a hundred people sleeping on their terrace.

That is very simple, to just have coffee, a conversation, and cookies.

Regarding the other question, "from whom to whom", the second part of the question ("to

whom") at some point will perhaps in the future no longer be relevant. Because of permanent

crisis status on so many levels. The hierarchy of crisis is the most complex question ever, and

maybe at some point we need to stop asking it and just act.

00:39:24

Samah Hijawi - Audience:

My name is Samah. I'm an artist. I was jumping in my seat a bit. There are a lot of really

great ideas and propositions, but for me, it also becomes a very difficult thing. Thinking

about the local context, for example with Toestand, or the neighborhood of wPZimmer which

is like really charged, and how to relate to that. In a way it is the same idea.

When the cultural sector steps out to help Ukrainian artists, everyone's like: all right, what

about the Afghani? What about the Palestinians? And these are reactive considerations. I'm a

bit confused with this conversation.



Indeed cultural organizations cannot solve - I don't even know what they can offer an artist

from Afghanistan, maybe a place to stay temporarily until they can make their way through.

They need home and shelter at the beginning. And as you said, the mental and psychological

conditions of being forced to leave your place under bombardment, this requires professional

help.

It is too much for a cultural institution to think they could be put in that position. And it's

also dangerous for the image that the institution would have of itself as a saviour, which is

highly problematic. Because then everyone gets like: oh, we have to have to help. But after a

month, everyone's exhausted and they don't know how to help. And then it's like a bit of a

failure, which is super delicate.

It's a very dangerous place to go. It disappoints and it makes the hierarchy gap bigger. So I

think I'm just a little bit, what's a diplomatic word to use, confused, as to the two things

coming up in this conversation. Because if wPZimmer says "we want to help people from

Ukraine", I'm like: what about the people right outside on the street, who don't have papers

and it's a very rough neighborhood.

Not that I don't think artists from the Ukraine need help, but there is also this reactive

mechanism that comes out that is super frustrating. Indeed, it is appalling that some people

who never thought to help the Afghani artists suddenly said, we want to help Ukrainian

artists. And I was like... uhm, problem.

I'm just voicing my opinion. Not really asking a question. Just a rant.

00:42:09

Dušica Dražić:

I completely agree with you, often it is just a gesture. And how do you move on from that?

And also, as you said, the capacity, there is none. I mean, on a human level, sure, but that's

not organisational. For me it's just a gesture where you give a coffee and ask them to move

the mattress. It's a nice gesture.

00:42:52

An Vandermeulen:

For me, it's more than that. People are there. So, it's a necessary gesture, to engage. But it's

not only a gesture. There is a complete gap left there by policy makers. And you're trying

from a whole citizen movement to work with this gap and to make it visible. And from there

on, you're working on policy influencing.

So for me, it's not only a gesture. And also, that's actually the argument... I think we agree

but this argument turns up often. If we keep on seeing it as gestures of institutions, then

institutions won't do it.

Because nobody wants to just do a gesture and be seen as "the savior". And then it's only a

few organizations that are entitled, maybe in the social field, to work on it.



So many people are having burn-outs that need to do the work. And if we enlarge it... and

that for me really is a role of the arts field (it's not only education that needs to address the

fact that some kids don't have food to eat at noon, not only the social field that needs to

create a well-being context for people in need of it, not only the arts field that needs to work

with the arts)

It is often referred to as a gesture. I understand, but I think there is much more in it. And I

think at some point we need to get rid of the self-referential because it will make people

paralyzed and not act in solidarity.

And of course we need to be aware of our role and privileges, and of the urge with which you

do things, and constantly question yourself. And this questioning is difficult because of

course you are confronted with things about yourself that you don't want to see.

But on the other hand, we need to find a way that it's not paralyzing. Maybe I'm too naive.

00:45:52

Abdullah Alkafri:

Samah, I think one of the ways of responding to what you mentioned, which is extremely

important, would be to question the either/or. Which is how we think most of the time:

should we do this or that? If we take one step back and say okay, how about combining both,

or thinking about a different approach? This could be a more efficient response.

Because suddenly we find that whatever the decision we take, there will always be

consequences. And part of that is, I think, as a cultural institutions to go beyond the sector.

We need absolutely more engagement from legal institutions, from media, from socially

engaged institutions. And to see where all these incredible efforts currently taking place can

be part of a bigger position, where really we are providing responses.

We found ourselves in a similar situation two years ago when the pandemic hit worldwide.

Especially in the Arab region there were no protection mechanisms at all, either stateless

countries or public institutions that did not provide any services.

So we found ourselves for the first time after ten years of focusing on one mission, which was

to support artists, having to consider something exceptional like a kind of relief fund. We

decided not to do it because we thought our role was to consider the new future of artists and

to position the role of art and culture for the Syrian and the Arab region.

But then we thought, this is a moment in which, if we do not do that, we will lose artists.

They will easily quit because they need to survive. There is no support. We said maybe this

could be an exceptional program for one year and a half, combined with public/policy

makers, a conversation about the statute of artists in the Arab region, combined with the

question of injustice.

While doing that, we thought it might be a good opportunity to reconsider the position of the

people most affected by the pandemic and view them together with other marginalized

groups: the LGBTQI+ community, single moms, single dads, artists who are displaced or

refugees.



So we invested a lot in expanding the margin as a concept. And we say this margin is no

longer a margin in the Arab region. It's the new reality, the new center. And our focus was on

positioning the role of this margin as an inspiring way of thinking.

And the other thing is, we do it with other institutions, and with partners from other sectors

like health and education. And we suggest to our donors to pledge support so they can also

bring in some resources from non-cultural sources. It's an ongoing process, it's challenging.

But maybe the priority now is: I'm receiving 200 applications and I can support 20. And all

of them are relevant but we have to choose. At the same time we know that if we do not think

about shifting this focus, it will be a burn-out for us. We will not be useful anymore in 2, 3, 4

years.

00:49:42

Johannes Obers - Audience:

My name is Johannes Obers. I wanted to add something. I will try to be brief. It connects to

all of your questions. I agree, but I see it in a different way. I see art already as something

very political. And I see the arts most times attacked by the right. And we are left-wing

people.

In that sense, we should not see it as something that we do one time, as a good deed of

helping someone, but something that is part of the left, and of the arts. Something we are

building together, the human community, the human ideal.

We should see that we are already pushing some things to improve the condition of artists.

We now have the Kunstwerkattest instead of the Kunstenaarsstatuut. I would like to hear

your opinions how this is changing or improving the conditions and how this could be

something that is "policy from the political side" that is happening here, and that could be

done in other places, which we could expand.

I see people of Ukraine in deep need. This is a place where we can realize the potential of the

left, of that savviness, of being able and open to helping. Realizing this and applying it in

these other fields after this crisis, or with other crises that are currently happening.

Something we can use to learn and apply in other places.

We should not be focusing on one thing but see this as a way of doing things, of being in the

world, of fighting for equality worldwide. And in that sense, building a project that is not

national, not a small community, but a human project, for us in the arts to fight for together.

00:52:23

Alexandra Tryanova:

Thank you so much for your remark, which is a human reaction at large. At a certain point

we need to stop speaking about nations or waves or differentiation.

00:53:00



Milica Ilic:

And yet, if I may add a bit of complexity, we function in structures that are defined, on the

one hand by the nation state, on the other hand by the market. The market is what it is. It

has a dynamic which gives privilege to certain actors and puts other actors in an

underprivileged situation.

We talked about this in the preparation, with An and Alexandra: there is this recent study by

Culture Action Europe, which involved a number of artists and art workers from what in the

study was called the SWANA countries: the Southwest Asia and North Africa countries.

People who are in Europe now and have been for the past ten years, working and living in

Europe. And their level of integration - I'm not sure that they use the word, the word is really

ugly - but the study is looking at how much these artists and art workers from SWANA

countries are actually active in Europe.

So to a certain extent: how much did artistic institutions manage to integrate, manage to give

them a space, manage to give them a possibility of working and presenting their work in the

context of the institution based on the nation state and the market? And the result of the

research is quite disappointing.

There are mechanisms in place which actively go against what you're saying, this basic

citizen involvement of the arts institutions, because there are forces that are dragging it to

one way or to another. And this is something that we can't avoid.

00:55:08

Dušica Dražić:

Going back to the beginning, for me it has to do with the welfare system, and on what basis it

was built. I know that's very abstract. It's about how the welfare system can become

transnational, and how this system that we have in Europe was created, and how it should or

could be shared outside of the system.

Of course, this is impossible at this moment ideologically, but it links to basic human rights.

And now we have discussions on these different levels of human rights. And for me, again, it

goes back to policy and politics. I don't mean art as a political thing, but art as being deeply

evolved with populist politics. Not in the sense of right-wing populism, but how the cultural

field can contribute to a popularization of human rights, mostly on an institutional level

mostly.

00:56:32

An Vandermeulen:

About the study. It was about displaced artists, to see how they got in a network? But that is

incredibly difficult, and it is not the actions and solidarity that I was referring to.

Each year Globe Aroma gets the same question from the Flemish government: "your artists

don't get connected to the Flemish arts field, so how can you prove your need to exist?"



These are literal questions we got from our assessment committee recently. We were

evaluated "positive" but...

I don't disagree with the study. And I think you and everybody has experienced this. But

what I'm referring to is really about how the arts are entering the social, the educational and

the health fields. That is something else. And I think from these kind of actions we are slowly

influencing policy.

When you see how space and the use of space have changed in the last five years. Space is

such a highly pressured thing, and the situation is so different from five years ago. Each

organization now thinks "I have this huge hall that is not used during the day because it's

only used during the evening when people queue for tickets. So maybe we need to do

something with this space." It's a very recent evolution.

And if one institution starts, the other follows, and then the other, and then suddenly now

ministers are writing calls for breeding places for cross-sectoral work. So it's about

small-scale policy influencing.

00:58:59

Abdullah Alkafri:

We can talk about local challenges, a very local context, but more and more the challenge is

global. I was just referring to the situation in the Arab region where during the previous eight

years we witness shifts from countries to become ferial (in the economic sense of the word)

or stateless.

Previously civil society organizations could assume there were public structures. And there is

the role of civil society. So even if public structures do not function very well, there is

something there. But now the cultural or civil societies have to play the role of the public

sector in some cases, which is a burden.

At the same time it raises questions about what kind of mechanism, of function, of roles, of

resources we should consider. And sometimes there are pressures or trends to shift to

solutions that are not necessarily ideal. For example, during the pandemic there were

questions about shifting digital.

This came with a lot of challenges for many artists, many nations, because they did not have

access to the connections. At the same time: what kind of content? And there was a huge

question about protection. In some contexts this could be used as a way of attacking or

putting at risk the protection and safety of some artists that we worked with.

So what are the solutions, the alternatives, the other options to consider? A few years ago this

publication came out, "Reinventing organizations" [Frédéric Laloux], about how to organise

work and what kind of relationships we create with artists, what kind of service we provide to

them.

01:01:39

Hani Rustom - Audience:



My name is Hani. I'm a person of forced displacement from Syria. I'm a psychologist, a

theatre maker, and a former student of Abdullah's at the university. I don't have a question

but would like to share a model.

I come from playback theater practice. Playback theater is social theater present in seventy

countries around the world. It is about community building through theater. After the

Ukrainian war started, we ran a festival called Solidarity Festival for Ukraine.

We worked online in around seventy countries, doing several things. First, we brought

together all practitioners of playback theater around the world, to show an act of solidarity

with other playback practitioners in Ukraine. We ran 36 performances around the world.

Some of them online and some of them live in the countries.

We could raise funding through these performances for artists in Ukraine so they could

survive, in a very basic way. But what was also important is the human connection we made

with these artists in Ukraine. From a trauma perspective, what helps to calm down the

nervous system is being seen and heard. And we offered this space for artists as well.

Another thing we did is to bring awareness to artists in Europe, that they could maybe empty

a room in their houses to host someone from Ukraine. I think this was a very nice and

successful model. And the question came later on, is it only about Ukraine? What can we do

for other situations around the world?

And now we are still having conversations about this. We are now shifting the focus to

Palestine. In June we will focus on the Palestinian cause, bring awareness to Palestine and

try to do something similar but different around Palestine. And then maybe we will fly with

this festival to Hong Kong.

So this is how we artists, instead of institutions, could also do something. We want to offer

space, maybe bring awareness and raise some money. We can make a difference, even on on

a smaller scale.

01:05:00

Samah Hijawi - Audience:

I want to share some thoughts and things that come to mind, more like a theoretical

reflection on the relationship of the West, of affluence, of money, with the idea of helping.

Which to the people on the other side is like (...cringes)

Milica Ilic:

"Don't help us anymore."

01:05:23

Samah Hijawi - Audience:



Yes, you can easily find a Palestinian who will say "No I don't need your help." Something in

this relationship is not healthy at all. At the same time for artists, indeed living in the place of

wealth can offer them things, also without thinking of space.

But when you think about someone somewhere in Afghanistan or Palestine. How can you

even get a Palestinian artist to move? So what kind of help can be offered in terms of

solidarity? I really like that concept, solidarity. It's just like saying "we are thinking of you".

Or just offering, indeed, a residency they could do at home.

I think it was someone from VIERNULVIER who mentioned that "we just want to be able to

have this connection, to be able to offer whatever we have to make art possible, to know what

you're doing there." This is maybe a little bit more in the way that you, Hani, were

describing. About seeing people and creating a connection, there is something genuine and

personal about that, which takes it outside of this "oh we need to help with all of this", which

is also a bit abstract and overwhelming. And then it doesn't materialize very well.

Perhaps coming from a position of "I need to save the world", or having this thing like, "oh

my God we have to do something to change things". So if we indeed think of ourselves within

this continuous momentum of crisis after crisis, and this is the condition that we have been

witnessing, we need to avoid falling into the trap of - even on a personal level - thinking "Oh,

what can I do to change things?"

Indeed the small personal encounter and just reaching out in a way that maybe doesn't

burden also, because we have to be realistic that everyone's a bit burnt out and overworked.

These are some of the thoughts that I wanted to share.

01:07:52

Milica Ilic:

Thank you, does anybody want to react?

If not, I want to take some time to bring this to a more practical sort of discussion. An, you

already mentioned a few very practical ideas, but I also want to pick the others' brains - and

yours - about actions, tactics, or instruments we could imagine, in very practical terms, to

address the question of raising a culture of solidarity or enabling it to exist, also in a

sustainable way, in a sense, over a longer period of time.

Are there any practices you know of that inspire you in a sense?

01:08:36

Abdullah Alkafri:

Samah, first of all, I think the key point in what you mentioned is that we need artists, they

don't need us. We need a way of really imagining the future within creativity, which is, I

think, the entry point to think how we could be more useful, as institutions for artists.

Because this is one of the spaces where at least we can imagine a better situation, because the

current reality is really challenging. Some ideas were already mentioned.



First of all, having a space for conversation and reflections about what did and did not work.

This is absolutely essential.

Secondly, accepting that we are no longer moving, facing a crisis, but rather we are moving to

a model in which the crisis is the basic given. This is also about seeing how to balance

between the resources we have and the situation on the ground.

As I said, if we looked at the many joint initiatives coming from more and more institutions,

the level of strategic partnership for response, this is really strong and important. And again,

I believe linking all of that to go beyond the sector is more and more needed. This could also

be something really practical.

Lastly, the tragedies happening currently in Ukraine are unacceptable at any level. Maybe

while responding to this tragedy, we could raise the big question about injustice in the world.

And challenge the either/or, the question "whether we should consider responding to this

and cutting away the other thing." This is an opportunity we will hopefully not miss by just

going through the reactive mode.

In a city like Brussels, in a place like Belgium, we have this unique position that we can have

practical, concrete, cross-border conversations. But I also want to think about Europe from a

bigger question or a bigger narrative about injustice, and see how we can challenge all this

lack of connection, now that we are able to travel again.

Also, to think about new arrivals [newly arrived people], who are often in fact no longer new

arrivals. Maybe they arrived five years ago from elsewhere. What kind of experience do they

have in responding to a crisis, and how do we make sure, while outlining new initiatives, that

there is a space where we can benefit from these really unique resources?

01:11:46

Alexandra Tryanova:

Here, Abdullah, you make a very interesting point: how to re-estimate the situation in

Ukraine, considering its relations with the outerworld. I would also like to propose that we

activate imagination on how Western relations with Russia fueled its imperialistic narrative.

This has really been on my mind lately. Certain cultural phenomenons, or cultural programs

at large, took place in time between Russia and European countries, and supported artists

who today support the war openly.

This wave of Western support to the East, how did it feed those who now support the war?

This is on my mind all the time.

01:13:15

Milica Ilic:

It is also connected to this issue that you touched upon, which is very useful to bring in here,

the decolonial perspective when looking at the question of Ukraine, which is perhaps not

discussed enough in our context in the West.



And it's helpful to understand the position at least of Ukraine and of Ukrainian citizens, to

look at it through the decolonial lens.

01:13:47

Alexandra Tryanova:

Yes. This type of optics wasn't even very present in academia, so what can we say about arts.

Big cultural players could be self-critical and inquire their Russia-related programs to

understand how this or that artist or creative who now now promotes war, was given a

micro(phone) in the past.

Maybe this type of cooperation has failed in its very essence, because this poison of

imperialism was not detected in time.

01:14:51

Nastya - Audience:

My name is Nastya. I am an artist from Kiev, Ukraine. I have been in Belgium since about

three months, and I'm trying to make my way. Regarding awareness and building the bridge

to Ukrainian culture. I am currently working at M HKA, a contemporary museum in

Antwerp.

I talk to my colleagues about our history, what we've been going through for the last 300

years. Nobody knows about that. Everyone knows, in the best case scenario, about events

that happened eight years ago. That's not enough.

I think now it's very important to create a platform for contemporary artists that are not very

emerged yet, but who can talk, share, speak, and of course, for the artistic community in

Belgium to show support, listen, create opportunities, events to speak.

We were talking about the past, say, two months. Personally, I meet Ukrainians every month,

not necessarily from the artistic or creative field. They don't know that they can ask for help

and that everyone will listen. They don't know. Only those who ask are ok, they get

residencies, jobs, whatever.

But there are lots of people who don't know the language. Who have never been abroad, ever.

And the war made them come here or go wherever. They came all alone with their children

who don't understand.

So as "great creativity is more developed in Western Europe", as we know [sarcastic]...

because who knows Ukrainian artists? Everybody knows Russian artists, yes, although with

Ukrainian roots, you know. That is how we can create a new narrative altogether.

It would be great to create a platform for those who have arrived here. Build a bridge through

art. Maybe some workshops. Or events where people can meet and talk, network, whatever.

It could be a good start. We don't have to do everything all at once, just start with something

small and simple that every institution can do.



01:18:09

Milica Ilic:

Thank you. What you're saying is very true, and inscribes the misunderstandings and the

lack of knowledge into a broader sort of geopolitical context. From the West, we know very

little of what is happening in Eastern Europe in general. And there are a lot of

preconceptions. A big lack of knowledge and a lot of generalizations.

We tend to sort of put everybody under the same hat of "this is the... those behind the Iron

Curtain. And I can certainly testify to that as a Yugoslav myself. And I'm sure, Dušica:, that

you would agree. And to a certain extent this is very similar to the vision that we have of the

Arabic speaking world, it is also put under the same hat about which we tend to generalize.

01:19:05

Abdullah Alkafri:

If I may also raise the question of how (with which mechanisms) we respond, and how to

avoid the overlap that you see happening all the time. How we can as institutions respond in

a way that the tools, the know-how or the mechanisms are not repetitive or are not creating

senseless sub-discrimination. Which is also something we are witnessing more and more.

How to make sure that our responses are really useful.

01:19:39

Milica Ilic:

And that's a question of organisational and individual competence, of actually finding one's

own tool to understand what is happening, digging through resources, trying to reach out

and understand. I guess a lot of it is about that.

I'm going to slowly wrap up, but I want to give each of you the possibility of saying a few last

words, maybe something you feel should be shared and was not mentioned.

01:20:14

An Vandermeulen:

I have been speaking a lot about other institutions, and what they can possibly do. But I

guess there are a few initiatives in Brussels and Antwerp too, that might be interesting for

you [Nastya]. Globe Aroma might be a place to come to, it's a place for artists who are here as

a newcomer and who are in exile or displaced, and they can develop their arts

practices there. A co-creational context for people with and without a background as an

artist.

And we go and develop the arts scene, visiting a lot of arts places to get to know the scene.

Some people are pretty easy in creating a subjective mapping and a network. Maybe that is a

way to start.



And also in Gent or Antwerp, I don't know where you live, but there is Cinemaximiliaan in

Brussels. There are specific contexts if you want to connect. And it does not need to be only

in that specific context. We should meet and create community and be listened to, and be

seen and heard.

01:21:48

Alexandra Tryanova:

I am really grateful to the audience that you made the time today to come here. I am pretty

sure that here in this room we do not have people who lack imagination and solidarity. But if

you meet a person near you who says, "who do I have to be solidary with, this is an Ukrainian

issue", for example, or "what does it mean for me personally to be solidary?"

Propose to them to imagine a person directly as they are. Same age, profession, taste, etc.,

just with a Ukrainian passport. It will be a person with whom you have to be solidary because

Ukrainians are people who did not run because of economical reasons or preferences. They

were in danger. And this situation is somehow simpler than other waves of crisis that have

asked for solidarity. But it is so emotional that I will round up with these words. Thank you.

01:23:16

Abdullah Alkafri:

While we are talking here, I am thinking that we need to make sure that whatever action,

response we want to consider, we listen more to the artists themselves, directly. We all need

to do that and provide the context for it. Because maybe what is expected from the artist is a

bit different from how the organisation could be useful.

There are two points. Many artists from Syria - and by the way I always say "artists from

Syria" and not "Syrian artists", that is something I learned, because also the question of

representation became a big problem for artists who started to move from Syria to other

places - so I hope that artists from Ukraine will not have the same problem, those challenges

of representation and those models where we assume they are 100% perfect and based on

their needs.

Maybe at the moment what artists need is not even to create or to think about their art.

Maybe they just need to digest, to think, to raise questions. And then maybe the rest will

come. So how to make sure that we are creating this space?

01:24:54

Dušica Dražić:

I was thinking during this talk that it is also important to find models to self-organize,

independently from any institution, and actually demand to be heard, not only to wait for the

response.



While we were driving here today I remembered a sentence that stayed with me forever since

the day I heard it. It was in the nineties when Lord Owen came to one of many visits to

Yugoslavia, and said: 'Don't dream dreams that the West will come and save you.' I keep that

as a very small reminder to deal with my expectations and the responses that we have.

So it's kind of this in-betweenness. And trying to demand your rights all the time, wherever

you are, so in this case in Belgium. [to Nastya] and hopefully you will be heard.

01:26:23

Hans Dewitte - Audience:

I am Hans from Ostend. We have a community arts organization there. I am missing

something in this discussion. When I look at the pandemic crisis, what we saw is that the

majority of the cultural houses closed their doors in that period.

A minority kept their doors open, in search of "how can we get engaged in this kind of

crisis?" But the majority closed their doors. And I think there is a fundamental question for

all the houses. If there are crises, how can you get engaged? A lot of them are not.

To ask artists from Ukraine or Syria to come in their houses and to be part of a program, that

is not being engaged, that is a very ad hoc project. Being engaged with the crises that are

coming to our society is another story.

I think it's very important for houses to think how they can possibly engage in society much

more than they did in the past. A lot of problems are coming and too often cultural houses

stay aside.

They are thinking about the questions and they propose imaginary worlds, but they should

go and move into actions. There are many answers and many possibilities. But get engaged.

And if I see the urgent matters we are talking about tonight, I miss a lot of houses. Everybody

knew what was happening and they are not engaged. That is what I miss.

01:28:33

Johannes Obers - Audience:

I like that you use the word houses. Because she [Milica] used the word industry to refer to

the cultural sector.

Milica Ilic:

I hate the word, I don't agree with it at all.

Johannes Obers - Audience:

But that is something we are in. We are in a kind of industrial modus of thinking. We have to

get beyond this, to develop another way of having a society that is not only producing, but



has time to be a society, to engage with their problems. And not only care about their own

problems, but the problems around them.

01:29:21

Mats - Audience:

I want to ask one more question. I want to continue, Hans, with the houses. A lot of the old

cultural buildings are these very chic buildings that have this huge image, which makes it

very hard to enter them, to actually go inside. Do you think it's possible to change the image

of these huge highly cultural houses so that they become very accessible?

An Vandermeulen:

Difficult question. Is it possible to change the image of, or the perception of institutions? I

would say yes. How? I think everything depends on who is there, who are the people

inhabiting the place.

01:30:43

Alexandra Tryanova:

This is such an impulse for democratization and the availability of culture. Architecture and

the whole image of a place, can really create boundaries. I really feel this question. This

fanciness is something that creates an obstacle between the audience and even those people

who are not yet the audience.

And the cultural house is a place for sharing. So yes, great idea, let's do that. Everybody

within their means. Against the white cube, against the elitarism of culture.

01:31:56

Milica Ilic:

And this reminds me of a text by Sarah Vanhee, which describes a dream of an institution

which would not be a house, as you [Hans] say, but would be a hole in the ground.

And maybe that's something else to ponder. I'm going to stop here. I just want to say that

your comment somehow brings it back to what for me has somehow been the red thread of

this conversation. And that is this idea that whatever the context in which we are working,

there are possible tactics and maybe sometimes even small actions, that would bring the

work that we do closer to the ideal of social justice.

And that would describe our work into something that would be more socially just. You

mentioned human rights, you mentioned justice. That's something that for me is very strong

in this conversation.

And another thing that somehow underlies all of your discourses is that perhaps here in the

West, in our relatively (relatively!) comfortable situation, there is much to be learned from



actions of small organizations or organizations based in complex contexts, because we are

facing a future in which a crisis will be the new normal.

And so maybe we should surround ourselves with the knowledge and the information

coming from those experiences. These will be the most precious for us in the coming years.

Thank you for participating in this and sharing your knowledge and expertise.


